Abstract. We introduce by means of an example a modular verification technique for analyzing the behavior of software product lines using the mCRL2 toolset. Based on feature-driven borders, we divide a behavioral model of a product line into a set of separate components with interfaces and a driver process to coordinate them. Abstracting from irrelevant components, we verify properties over a smaller behavioral model, which not only simplifies the model checking task but also makes the result amenable for reuse. This is a fundamental step forward for the approach to scale up to industrial-size product lines.
Introduction
Modular or compositional verification by means of model checking has been widely studied as a way to cope with the state space explosion phenomenon (see, e.g., [1, 23] or the survey papers in [16] ). Traditionally, the idea is to exploit the native modular structure of a design to decompose system properties into properties over system modules or components. In practice, it turns out that this is far from trivial in practice, mainly due to the difficulty to (de)compose properties. A major reason for this difficulty is the misalignment between behavioral properties and the modular design structures that tend to reflect conceptual rather than behavioral borders. Hence, for modular verification to be successful, it is important that a design can be decomposed into components that align well with the properties under consideration. Fisler and Krishnamurthi were the first to notice that this characteristic is inherent to software product lines or featureoriented system designs, since most properties of interest concern features and system modules or components, and naturally decompose around features [19, 27, 28] . In line with their findings, in this paper we present a feature-oriented modular approach to the verification of software product lines with mCRL2.
In [5] we showed how the formal specification language mCRL2 and toolset can be exploited to model and analyze software product lines. In particular, we presented a basic example to illustrate the use of mCRL2's parametrized data language to model and select valid product configurations, in the presence of feature attributes and quantitative constraints, and to model and check the behavior of valid products. This is in line with the analysis recommendations from [3] to "adopt and extend state-of-the-art analysis tools" and to "examine [s] only valid product variants". We also hinted at the use of model reduction. In this paper, we concretize this. Using the example from [5] , we show how its behavioral model can be modularized (in a feature-oriented fashion) into components, with interfaces that allow a driver process to glue them back together on the fly. This is a powerful abstraction technique that allows mCRL2 to concentrate on the relevant components (features) for the specific property under scrutiny, and in accordance with the modeling recommendation from [3] to "support (feature) modularity" in order "to visualize and (manually or automatically) analyze feature combinations corresponding to products of the product line".
Formal methods and analysis tools are gaining popularity in software product line engineering, as can be witnessed from the successful FMSPLE workshop series affiliated with the last four editions of SPLC. While initial approaches focused on their use in proving structural properties, recently a lively community of researchers is verifying behavioral properties in the presence of variability [9] . Given the rise of software product line engineering in embedded, distributed and safety-critical systems, it is important to provide a means of quality assurance. The work closest to ours are the process-algebraic approaches of [26, 6] and, originating from [18] , the transition system-based approaches of [25, 2, 12] . However, a product line's variability is exponential in the number of features. So, a major challenge is to make the proposed techniques (more) scalable, in particular by mitigating the input problem with the help of abstraction. Since mCRL2 is highly optimized and comes with powerful behavioral abstraction techniques, it fosters the hope that scalable verification of product lines is not an utopy.
The goal of this paper is to contribute towards making the variability analysis approach introduced in [5] scale to industrial-size product lines. In that approach, a product line is modeled as an mCRL2 process consisting of two (sequential) parts. The first part concerns feature selection and its output are consistent and complete product configurations; the second part capture product behaviour. By keeping the two parts together, model checking can be treated on the system as a whole without restricting to a specific product a priori. This way, also feature interaction is reflected in product behaviour as the execution of an action depends on the presence or absence of the corresponding feature.
The focus of the present paper is on the second part of an mCRL2 specification of a product family, which models product behavior. Based on feature-driven borders, we divide the behavioral mCRL2 model into a set of separate components with interfaces in the form of exit and (re-)entry transitions, and we define an additional driver process that coordinates them into exhibiting the same behavior as before. As a result, we can concentrate property verification on part of the state space, by considering on a specific (set of) components only, abstracting from the other components, i.e. the environment.
Overall the approach with mCRL2 runs like this. An attributed feature model and FTS are represented by a 'sequential' composition of a selection process Sel and a parametrized product behaviour process Beh. Next, the Beh process is refactored in a driver process Driver in parallel with a number of components depending on disjoint sets of features. When verifying a specific property for a component Comp 0 , an abstraction of the irrelevant components Comp 1 , . . . , Comp n is formulated called Stub. If it is the case the the specification Sel ; (Driver Comp 0 Stub) is branching bisimilar to the specification Sel ; (Driver Comp 0 Comp 1 . . . Comp n ) the property holds for the latter specification exactly when the property holds for the former. However, the state space of the abstracted process is signifiantly smaller in general.
The technique is implemented in our mCRL2 model by creating a 'stub' to replace the environment, creating a smaller model that is branching bisimilar [20] with the original one, hence enjoying the same behavioral properties. In programming, stubs are used as placeholders for unknown implementations whose interfaces are known. Such stubs contain just enough code to allow them to be compiled and connected with the rest of the program. In our approach, a stub makes use of the interface of the selected component(s) to simulate the transition sequences from every possible output (exit transition) of the component to each reachable input ((re-)entry transition) for the component. This makes it possible to abstract from other, irrelevant components and thus verify local properties over a smaller behavioral model. This not only simplifies the model checking, in the sense that standard algorithms suffice and limited computing power is required, but it moreover allows the result to be reused for other verifications. Under conditions, as long as the interface with the chosen component remains unaltered, and the complete environment and stub are equivalent processes (i.c. branching bisimilar), the property of the component verified already remains valid. In this sense the obtained result can be reused in a subsequent but different setting. We believe this to be an important step towards scaling the approach to industrial-size product lines.
In this paper, we present our ideas on the basis of a toy example, but we have started to work on a larger industrial case study that we hope to present in the near future. The contribution of this paper is a proof-of-concept for featurebased modular verification of software product lines using the mCRL2 toolset. To this end, Section 2 introduces the type of feature models we use and the coffee machine product line we use as a running example. Section 3 provides the background on mCRL2 necessary to understand Sections 4 and 5, where our approach to modular verification is illustrated by applying it to our example product line. Section 6 discusses related work, while Section 7 closes the paper with concluding remarks and ideas for future work.
A Product Line as Running Example
Our running example is an extension of the family of coffee machines from [2] and a slight adaptation of the one in [5] . It has the following list of requirements:
-To start operation, money must be inserted: either one euro, exclusively for European products, or one dollar, exclusively for Canadian products. -Optionally, input of money can be canceled via a cancel button, after which the machine returns the inserted coin. -Once the machine contains money, the user may indicate whether (s)he wants sugar, by pressing one of two buttons, after which (s)he can select a beverage. -The choice of beverage (coffee, tea, cappuccino) varies, but all products must offer coffee while only European products may offer cappuccino. -Optionally, a ringtone may be rung after delivering a beverage. However, a ringtone must be rung by all products that offer cappuccino. -After the beverage is taken, the machine returns idle.
In this paper, we reserve the term feature diagram for an and/or-hierarchy of features of a product line, regulating their presence in products, whereas we speak of a feature model when a feature diagram is also equipped with crosstree constraints. Finally, by adding (non-functional) attributes to features and quantitative constraints we obtain an attributed feature model [8] . Figure 1 depicts the attributed feature model of our example product line, with root feature M and the set Feature consisting of the 10 non-trivial features S, O, R, B, X, E, D, P, C, and T. As usual, we identify a product from the product line with a non-empty subset of Feature united with the root feature. The cost function cost : Feature → N, associated to the attribute cost, extends to products straightforwardly: cost (product ) = { cost (feature ) | feature ∈ product }.
Our particular example only involves binary cross-tree constraints, non-interacting feature-wise quantifiable attributes and a single optimization objective. However, more general and complex constraints, properties and objectives can be treated as well [8, 37] . The feature diagram, i.e. ignoring the cross-tree constraints, gives rise to 2 5 valid products out of the 2 10 − 1 possible non-empty sets of non-trivial features. The feature model reduces this number to 20, while the number is further reduced to 16 valid products if the attributed feature model is considered (e.g. cost ({M, S, O, R, B, X, E, C, T }) = 33 exceeds the limit of 30).
3 Analyzing System Behavior with mCRL2 mCRL2 is a formal specification language with an associated toolset for the modeling and verification of distributed and/or concurrent system behavior and protocols [22] . For about a decade, mCRL2 is actively being maintained and targeting industrial-size applications. Its specification language originates from the process algebra ACP [4] . The user can use abstract datatypes to parametrize actions and has maximal access to artifacts constructed during analysis, allowing tailored manipulation. To this aim, the toolset consists of a wide range of tools and supports simulation, visualization, behavioral reduction and model checking, as well as dedicated optimization techniques and back-ends to other tools.
The mCRL2 toolset has successfully been applied in various settings, among which the massive data collection system used for the high-energy experiments conducted at the large hadron collider of CERN [35] and the FlexRay communication protocol used in the automotive industry to equip car components with a reliable, high-bandwidth communication channel [13] . The toolset is open source and the associated boost license allows free use for any purpose. Its binaries and lots of further documentation can be downloaded from www.mcrl2.org.
We will not use the full expressivity of mCRL2 in our approach here. Relatively simple structured models suffice, which extends the range of the toolset. A simple example is the labeled transition system (LTS) below, which can be modeled by the mCRL2 process Foo, with integer st as a state parameter and actions a to e:
Another construction that is typical for the specification of parallel processes in mCRL2 is the combined use of the communication and encapsulation operator. Consider the following three processes:
proc A = ( send_a(1) + send_a(2) + send_a (3) ) . sum n:Int . receive_a(n) . A; proc B = sum n:Int . receive_b(n) . send_b(n) . B; proc C = sum n:Int . receive_c(n) . send_c(n) . C; Thus, process A starts with sending value 1, 2, or 3. Next it is willing to receive any integer value n and then starts all over again. Note that the summation over integers should be interpreted as an infinite non-deterministic choice. Processes B and C are similar to A. However, these processes first receive a value n, send it out, and start again.
To enforce matching of actions, e.g. to arrange for A sending to B, B sending to C, and C sending to A, we make use of a communication function. The function states which actions combine into other actions, e.g. send_a and receive_b may combine into the action msg_ab, similar to a synchronization of actions a andā yielding τ in CCS [32] . In mCRL2, for successful synchronization it is required that the parameters of the actions, if any, are the same. In our case the net result is communication: a receive action with a parameter bound by a summation gets instantiated by the parameter value of the sending action. On top of this, to constrain the interaction of processes and to prune the state space, we forbid unmatched actions by explicitly listing which actions are allowed to happen, excluding actions that are supposed to resolve into another. Note that in mCRL2 synchronization is multi-party, hence not restricted to handshaking as in CCS.
For the above three processes we may have:
The resulting state space of the communicating processes is depicted on the right above. We see that only the allowed actions msg_ab, msg_bc, and msg_ca occur, hence no occurrences of unmatched send and receive actions. Also, in the three cycles the same parameter value is mentioned, viz. either 1, 2, or 3; the infinite sums of the processes B and C have been resolved.
A system property can be expressed as a formula in a variant of the modal µ-calculus [21] . Subsequently, the property can be verified against a mCRL2 specification of the system using the model checking facilities of the toolset. Here are some properties that hold for the Foo process above:
-[ true* ]< true > true: absence of deadlock, i.e. after any sequence of actions, an action can be done. -[ true*.b.true*.a ] false: after any sequence where the action b precedes the action a, false will hold. As the latter never holds, the formula can be reformulated: no a-action is possible after a b-action has happened. The modal µ-calculus, a.k.a. the 'Logic of Everything', is renowned to be highly expressive and to subsume temporal logics like LTL and (A)CTL [17, 10, 14] . The model-checking approaches of [12, 6] are based on LTL, that of [26] on the multivalued modal µ-calculus, and those of [25, 2] on (A)CTL. Only the approach of [6] is implemented, viz. in the Maude toolset (maude.cs.uiuc.edu). The appeal of the modal µ-calculus variant in mCRL2 exploited here is the possibility to quantify over data. Moreover, well-chosen hiding of actions and minimization with respect to one of the process equivalences offered by the mCRL2 toolset (e.g. trace equivalence, weak and branching bisimulation [32, 20] ) allow to narrow the state space and to focus on specific behavioral aspects. The latter technique can significantly reduce a state space with millions of states to a state space of a few dozens, making visual inspection feasible.
Modeling of the Running Example
To model the product family underlying our example in mCRL2 we follow the approach set out in [5] . We will have two main processes: a feature selection process and a process (actually a combination of a number of component processes together with a driver process) representing an actual product of the family. First, a valid feature set is selected by the three-stage non-deterministic process Sel. The resolution of the non-determinacy leads to a product configuration which is checked for its consistency with global constraints. First, a breadth-first traversal of the feature model selects features, taking 'mandatority' and possible local constraints, like m-out-of-n selection, into account. Second, cross-tree constraints are checked and violating configurations result in a transition to an error state. In our example we have two such constraints: the mutual exclusion of Dollar vs. Cappuccino, and the required inclusion of Ringtone in the presence of Cappuccino. Finally, attribute constraints are checked. For the example it is required for the selected features not to exceed a cost limit of 30. Also here, violating configurations are forced to transit to an error state.
Configurations that have passed through all three stages successfully are genuine sets of features complying to all requirements as expressed by the attributed feature model. These configurations are passed as an argument to the process that represents the corresponding product. An excerpt of the process Sel is depicted next. The selection process Sel has two parameters: a local state st represented by an integer, and a feature set fs represented as a sorted list of features without duplicates. As we will see later, the selection process starts with the root feature Machine, abbreviated as M, chosen. Thus initially we have Sel(0,[M]). In state 0 of the Sel process, since M in fs holds, the mandatory feature Sweet is added to the current feature set; Sel continues in state 1 and feature set ins(S,fs). Similarly, in state 1 the mandatory coin feature is included. In state 2, the optional ringtone feature is handled, which may or may not be selected, leading to a non-deterministic choice between tau.Sel(3,fs) and setR.Sel(3,ins(R,fs). In the former option the Sel parameters remain unchanged, in the latter the R-feature is added to the current feature set. In the same vein, but slightly different, is the 1-out-of-2 selection of the dollar or the euro feature. Here either choice leads to an update of the current feature set.
As outcome of the first stage of the Sel process a feature set fs is selected that is consistent with the local feature requirements (mandatory, optional, alternative, etc.). Next cross-tree constraints are checked for fs. For example, the mutual exclusion of Dollar vs. Cappuccino is captured by the test in state 8 of Sel. If both the D and the P feature are present in fs the constraint is violated and control is transferred to the error state 801. Otherwise the process continues checking for the next cross-tree constraint. Finally, in the third stage of Sel, attribute constraints are checked, in the case of the example the costs should not be higher than 30. If it is too high, Sel moves to a specific error state. If it is sufficiently low, i.e. tcost(fs) <= 30, the attribute is marked as OK, the costs are outputted, and moreover, via the action put_config(fs), the eligible feature set is passed on to the product process modeling actual behavior.
The potential behavior of our example is shown by the LTS in Figure 2 (left), which is the one from [2] with simplified money insertion. In line with [12, 6] , transitions are assumed to be tagged with a feature (not made explicit here for readability). An action can only occur in a product if the corresponding feature is selected for the product, i.e. the feature set that configures the product needs to be checked for the presence of a feature for feature-dependent actions to occur.
From
In our mCRL2 encoding, a product as given by an eligible feature set fs is represented by a parallel composition of six component processes, one for each of the features Sweet, Coin, Ringtone, Beverage, Cancel and one for the root feature Machine. After being woken up by the selection process, the process belonging to the product with feature set fs as configuration is given by a system of seven parallel processes 
It is stressed that although not explicitly mentioned, the selection process Sel is always part of the mCRL2 specifcations considered below. By taking feature selection and coupled product behaviour as a whole, verification can be done at the family level, rather than for each product or subset of products separately. See [5] for more detail. In order to enforce the proper control flow the component processes are put in parallel with a driver process Driver. For example, the Coin process is given by proc Coin(fs:FSet) = cmp_start
(0) . ( ( D in fs ) -> insert(dollar) . raise(1) . Coin() + ( E in fs ) -> insert(euro) . raise(1) . Coin() ) + cmp_start(1) . cancel . raise(0) . Coin() ;
On a drv_start(0) request of the driver, the Coin component can execute the matching cmp_start(0) action upon which either the action insert(dollar) or the action insert(euro) follows. As the preceding feature selection process has enforced that exactly one of the two features D and E is included in the product feature set fs, exactly one of the two actions can be taken. After executing either of them, the Coin process raises that the driver should proceed in state 1. The action raise(1) of Coin is matched by the action catch(1) of Driver.
The driver process is relatively simple. It proclaims the current state of the product via a drv_start(st) action, allowing any component with an active transition in state st to perform an action. Next it catches the new state number st', raised by the component, and the driving starts anew from that state:
proc Driver(st:Int) = drv_start(st) . sum st':Int . catch(st') . Driver(st') ;
Now, in state 1 three actions are possible: a cancel from the Cancel process, or a sugar action or a no_sugar action from the Sweet process, partly defined by The non-determinacy in state 1 reflects the user's choice. (S)he can press a button to cancel the interaction with the coffee machine or opt for sugar or no sugar. However, the action cancel will only be offered if the feature set fs of the product actually holds the X. This explains the guarding by the check for X in fs of the cmp_start(1) action of Cancel in proc Cancel(fs:FSet) = ( X in fs ) -> cmp_start(1) . cancel . raise(0) . Cancel() ;
Fig. 2. LTS modeling family behavior (left) and its beverage component (right)

Analysis of the Running Example
To illustrate our approach to feature-oriented modular verification we focus on the beverage component. Its isolated sub-LTS is depicted in Figure 2 (right).
Note that the transitions belonging to other components do not appear in this representation. However, next to the component's behavior the interface to the environment is given, as mediated through the driver. It can receive requests from the driver on its unlabeled incoming (re-)entry transitions (red), while it can provide input to the driver via its unlabeled outgoing exit transitions (blue). An obvious requirement for the beverage component to hold is that coffee is delivered at least when coffee is asked for. We may express this by the formula [ true* . coffee . (!pour_coffee)* . take_cup ] false However, this does not guarantee that a pour_coffee will take place, rather that a take_cup is avoided. Another disadvantage of the formula is that the action take_cup does not belong to the beverage component but to the machine component instead. This can be remedied using a minimal fixed point construction. This is reflected by the modal µ-calculus formula
i.e., after a coffee action a pour_coffee action happens within a finite number of steps. Thus, a coffee request is answered by the pouring of coffee eventually.
To ensure that the pour_coffee action matches the occurrences of the coffee action mentioned, we can forbid that the beverage component is left:
[ true*.coffee ](mu X. ([ !pour_coffee ] X && [ event(12) ] false ))
i.e., after a coffee request coffee will be poured eventually and this happens before the beverage component is exited. Note that the mCRL2 toolset supports modal µ-calculus with data. If control enters the beverage component via the no_sugar entrance state 3, clearly property (2) holds. After the coffee request of the transition from state 3 to state 7 there is no other action than the pour_coffee action of the transition from state 7 to state 12, as control may enter at state 7, but may not leave. This is all different when control enters the beverage component via the sugar entrance state 2. Then a coffee request issued by the transition from state 2 to state 6 relies on the environment, in particular the sweet component, for a transition (or sequence of transitions as far as the beverage component is concerned) leading to state 7 so that the pour_coffee action becomes enabled.
In fact, as the actions coffee and pour_coffee belong to the beverage component, it suffices that the environment caters for (i) a transfer from state 4 to state 9, (ii) a transfer from state 5 to state 8, and (iii) a transfer from state 6 to state 7. Additionally, the environment is expected to allow a return to states 2 and 3 after the beverage component is left via state 12.
To model this in mCRL2 we introduce a process BeverageStub, a stub for the behavior of the environment of the Beverage component, given by (3) ) . BeverageStub + cmp_start(4) . other . raise (9) . BeverageStub + cmp_start(5) . other . raise (8) . BeverageStub + cmp_start (6) . other . raise (7) . BeverageStub + cmp_start (12) . other . ( raise(2) + raise (3) ) . BeverageStub ;
With BeverageStub in place, rather than considering the 7-process system used previously, i.e. the driver and the six component processes in equation (1), we can now deal with three processes only:
Note the summand with the cmp_start(0) action of BeverageStub to be able to pick up the simulation of the environment right from the start. Also, the stub process does not have a feature set as an argument. This is in line with the intuition that it is not for the beverage component to make specific assumptions on the configuration of the environment nor on its behavior, beyond the entering and exiting of control regarding the beverage component itself. Rephrased more technically, the 7-process system of the driver and all six components is branching bisimilar to the 3-process system of the driver, beverage component and its stub. Therefore, modal µ-formulas in the CTL*-fragment without the next operator [15] , like the one of (2), equally hold for the two systems.
Fig. 3. LTS modeling alternative family behavior
Next we modify the sweet component according to the LTS in Figure 3 . Now, as an improved service, whenever the machine is out of sugar, it returns the inserted money instead of delivering the chosen beverage (without sugar). Apart from an adaptation of the Sweet process to accommodate the 'not-available' action n/a from states 4, 5, and 6 to the new state 14, the Cancel process is extended to return the inserted money via the return transition from state 14 back to state 0. Because of the transition to the new state 14, from the point of view of the beverage component, the flow of control may unexpectedly be diverted. A request for coffee with sugar, i.e. the action coffee leaving state 2, may be followed by the action n/a leading away from further handling by the beverage component. Thus no action pour_coffee is performed (in case the n/a is always taken at that point). So, counterintuitively, while the sweet and cancel component have changed, a basic requirement for the beverage component becomes violated.
The crucial point we want to underline is that no model checking is needed for the designer to be warned. The full 7-process system (1), with the 'improved' sweet and cancel component, is no longer branching bisimilar to the smaller 3-process system (3) that includes the beverage stub. The ltscompare tool in the mCRL2 toolset, which can decide e.g. on the branching-bisimilarity of two systems, finds this quickly. Thus, a simple check suffices to alert the designer that a property of the component that was valid previously, may not hold anymore.
If this new behavior to deal with the lack of sugar is to be maintained, the coffee vs. pour_coffee requirement needs to be weakened. One may propose
i.e., a coffee request is answered by either pouring the coffee or a refund. As the action return does not belong to the action set of the Beverage process, the system to be model checked needs to comprise the Cancel process as well, possibly combined with an adapted stub process to replace the other four components. However, from a scalability perspective it is less attractive to deal with specific combinations of components.
Reconsidering the very idea of isolating the beverage component, we need to make the distinction between the 'acceptable' action pour_sugar and the 'nonacceptable' action n/a visible in the stub process. We introduce for the process BeverageStub2 below the action escape to represent behavior that may/will affect the behavior of the beverage component, besides the indifferent action other that was used earlier. The code for BeverageStub2 reads as follows. (3) ) . BeverageStub2 + other . raise(7) . BeverageStub2 ) + cmp_start (12) . other . ( raise(2) + raise(3) ) . BeverageStub2; E.g., the stub captures that in state 6, right after the request for coffee, control either 'escapes' from the neighborhood of the beverage component and may return via the entrance state 2 or 3, or control remains in the vicinity of the component, having 'other' activity but picking up the beverage thread in state 7. With the BeverageStub2 in place, the enhanced 7-process system and adapted 3-process system can again be shown to be branching bisimilar.
Related Work
In this section, we continue the discussion of related work on the compositional verification of software product lines (SPL) initiated in the introduction. In [29] , improving part of the pioneering work of [19, 27, 28] mentioned already, an incremental compositional model checking approach for SPL is presented. It uses variation point obligations expressed in CTL to guarantee that the (sequential) feature-based composition satisfies a property if and only if the added features satisfy the relevant variation point obligations. Whenever possible, verification results are reused in an incremental fashion within the product being composed, which reduces the overall verification effort, but the approach does not aim to reuse properties of behavioral feature models across different products.
In [36] , an existing compositional verification technique for safety properties of flow-graph behavior of general-purpose programs is adapted to programs from the SPL domain, that are organized according to a hierarchical variability model defining variation points and interfaces. This compositional approach scales well, but it is not feature-based and limited to control-flow behavior, for which it can express properties in a fragment of the modal µ-calculus.
In [33] , feature Petri nets are introduced as a modular (feature-and interfacebased) behavioral modeling formalism. A few correctness criteria, based on bisimulation, for the preservation of properties in composed models are given. This is a promising approach that deserves further study, as does the precise relationship with our approach, apart from the fact that model checking is not addressed nor the question for the reuse of verification results.
In [31] , for each feature of an SPL two finite state machines with variability (implemented by guarded variables on transitions) are built, one for the requirements and one for the design level, after which their conformance can be checked in a compositional, feature-based fashion. The prototype tool SPLEnD makes use of the SPIN model checker (spinroot.com) to implement such conformance checking. Reuse of verification results is not considered. Recent work on delta-oriented SPL analysis using mCRL2 is reported in [30] .
Some of the other behavioral variability models mentioned in the introduction come with a special-purpose tool for SPL model checking. SNIP [11] is a model checker for product lines modeled as featured transition systems [12] specified in a language based on that of SPIN. The tool VMC [7] (fmt.isti.cnr.it/vmc) is a model checker for product lines modeled as modal transition systems with additional variability constraints [2] specified in a modal process algebra. Neither of these currently make use of modular or compositional verification.
Discussion and Future Work
We have presented a proof-of-concept of a feature-oriented modular verification technique for analyzing the behavior of SPL with mCRL2. We use branching bisimulation techniques to isolate the behavior of a specific feature (set) by abstracting from the environment. This eases the model checking and allows the result to be reused in other settings; if adapted behaviour leads to an environment that is brnaching bisimilar, say, to the stub used, a verified property is also valid in the new situation. mCRL2 is a toolset that has already shown its merits in dealing with huge state spaces consisting of billions of states. Although at present stubs are crafted manually, we believe that scalable verification of SPL can successfully be achieved with mCRL2 along the lines of the modular verification strategy illustrated in this paper. A demonstration of this fact is left for future work.
Our approach thus differs from modular or compositional verification in the classic sense of (re)composing smaller verification results on modules or components to derive properties of the composed system. It remains to investigate whether we could apply compositional model checking under sequential composition as defined in [24] to our feature-oriented modularization of behavioral SPL models. Likewise it remains to study whether a notion like modular validity (a property holds over a module if it holds over any system that includes that module [34] ) can be effectively used in our setting.
Another challenge for our feature-oriented modular verification approach stems from the fact that, ideally, we want to be able to handle dynamic featurebased composition. If a feature is added, then on the one hand we want to prove that properties of the system continue to hold, while on the other hand we want to verify new properties that the new system should now satisfy. This is complicated by the well-known fact that features may interact. We have seen this problem arise in our running example when we modeled the 'improved' service signaling the lack of sugar in a coffee machine.
This brings us to concrete future work on our running example. If we consider the notion of a neighborhood of a component, then we can distinguish (re-)entry points, exit points, and interrupt points. The latter come in these three flavors:
Type 1 like pour_sugar of the other or continue type; other components do their business, but control is picked up again by the component at hand. Type 2 like n/a of the escape or break type; another component takes over control and control re-enters the component at a re-entry point rather than continuing its thread. Type 3 (not encountered in the above discussion) of the diverge type; another component takes over control and the component itself is never visited again.
We may claim that with these three corresponding types of actions (continue, break, and diverge) a sufficiently rich class of stubs can be constructed that can simulate the environment. Checking a component property would then mean:
1. Verify the property for the 3-process system of driver, component, and stub. 2. Check branching bisimilarity for the 3-process system and the complete allprocess system.
Finally, we need to identify which class of properties exactly fits within our approach. Evidently, further work is to be done on larger examples and convincing case studies to support our claims. Sweet(fs) ) || ( sum fs:FSet . get_config(fs) .
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